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HERACLITUS IN P.DERVENI 
 
 The text below is based on the new restoration of PDerv col.I by K.Tsantsanoglou and 
G.M.Parassoglou1; the supplements and emendations of the present writer are marked by 
the asterisk. 
 
 [t]oË •à[utoË]* [                                                      ][da¤m]vn* 
2 ı ke¤m[enow] m̀et̀å̀ y`[e«n] [˜n fhsi KrÒnon Zhn]*‹̀ d̀oËnai 
 mçll[on t]e¤netaì [prÚw tÚn ¥lion]* - [par]å t∞w tÊxhw g[år]̀ 
4 oÈk <ín>* e‡[h]* [la]mmãneǹ - [p]*ar’ o t[°tuktai] [˜lvn t«]*ǹde kÒsmow 
 k̀atå̀ [ÉOrf°]*à. ÑHrãkl`[e]itow mè[tay°menow]* t`å koinå 
6 kat̀[ast°ll]*ei tå ‡d̀[i]a Àsper* ‡ke[la fler«i] lÒgvi l°gvn: "[êrxei]* 
 ¥lì[ow] [kÒs]*m̀ou katå fÊsin, ényrv[ph¤ou] e`Ôrow podÚw [§∆n ka‹]* 
8 tòÁ̀[w ˜rouw] oÈx Íperbãllvn: efi gå̀[r] [kai]*roÁw §[niautoË]* 
 [Í]p̀[erbale]›̀, ÉErinÊe[w] nin §jeurÆsoù[si, D¤khw §p¤kouroi]." 
10 [oÏtv d¢ ¶fh ·na]* [Íper]batÚm po∞i k[a‹ ésaf∞ tÚn lÒgon]* 
        [pÒpan]*à y`Êòù[si]* 
 
 "... from his own (father?) ... The "daimon" who rests in the abode of gods and whom,  
as he says, Kronos (=Nous) gives to Zeus, rather refers to the Sun (for it would be 
impossible to take him from Chance) by whom the world-order of all this (i.e. of the 
Universe) has been created according to Orpheus. Heraclitus (also) alters common (i.e. 
current) names and clothes (his thought) in peculiar expressions as if imitating by his words 
the "Sacred Discourse": "The Sun rules the Cosmos according to the natural order, being 
(only) one man's foot in width; he does not exceed proper limits, for if he does exceed the 
due times of the year (i.e. the seasons), Erinyes, the ministers of Justice, will find him out". 
He said so in order to make his discourse inverted ("hyperbatic") and obscure. (Continued  
 

                                                 
1 K.Tsantsanoglou - G.M.Parassoglou, Heraclitus in the Derveni Papyrus, offprint from: Studi e testi per il 

Corpus dei papiri filosofici greci e latini, vol.3, Firenze 1988, p.125-133 (cited below as Edd.). Earlier 
attempts based on the preliminary and imperfect text of "Fragm.A": W.Burkert, Atti del Symp.Heracl. 1981, 
Roma, 1983, v.I, 37-42; J.Mansfeld, Die Vorsokratiker I, Stuttgart 1983, p.266; D.Sider, ZPE 69,1987, p.225-
228. I cannot refer seriously to S.N.Mouraviev, ZPE 61,1985,131 who does not hesitate to write such 
absurdities as lãmmane gãr (gãr after imper.!), kÒsmow phl¤kow; (for phl¤kow ı kÒsmow;), metre› ˜rouw (?!) and 
mistakes ÍperbatÒn for Íperbas¤a. This surprising language (which Mr.Mouraviev imagines to be Greek) 
rather seems to be Scythian. Mr. Mouraviev also seems not to know that po∞i is a genuine Attic form which 
should not be "emended". 

In citing PDerv I follow the new numeration of Edd. Thanks are due to Prof. Tsantsanoglou who showed 
me the photograph of the col.I in Thessaloniki (4.10.87) and made useful remarks on the possibility of some 
readings. 
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e.g.: "Erinyes" means "punishments", hence people sacrifice to them numerous cakes 
because their sins are numerous as well vel.sim.)". 
 

General remarks on col.I and Heraclitus quotation 
 As Edd.(p. 126) rightly point out, in col.XXII, 11-12 toioËtog ka‹ tosoËton  
ginÒmenon oÂow §n érx∞i toË lÒgou dihge›tai (sc. ¥liow) the autor makes a cross- 
reference to col.I (tosoËton = eÎrow podÒw). This means, first, that col.I belongs to the 
initial part of the treatise (érxØ toË lÒgou) and, second, that a disscussion of the Sun is 
likely to have preceded the Heraclitus quotation. On the other hand, lines 1-4 seem to be 
thematically connected with col.V-VI and the interpretation of the Orphic verses ZeÁw m¢n 
§pe‹ dØ patrÚw •oË pãra y°sfaton  érxØn | élkÆn t’ §n xe¤ress’ ¶laben ka‹  
da¤mona kudrÚn (col.V, 4-5; cf.V, 8; VI, 3-4 parå toË ... patrÚw ... tÚn da¤mona 
lammãnein) in view of col.I,3-4 parå ... lammãnein.2 Hence my suggestion that in lines 1-4 
the author interprets da¤mvn (i.e. Protogonos) as "the Sun". This is only natural since in 
col.X,9 he interprets the epithet of Protogonos afido›on (misunderstood as subst. neutr.) as 
¥liow too. Col.VI,5 gin≈skvn oÔn tÚ [yermÒm] etc. presupposes that the reader already 
knows the allegorical interpretation of élkÆ and da¤mvn as generative heat.3 In col.XI 
KrÒnow is etymologized as kroÊvn NoËw. Consequently the parenthetical remark in I,3-4 "It 
would be impossible to take (daimon the Sun) from Chance" implies that Zeus took him 
from Mind, noËw and tÊxh being opposed from the teleological point of view. The 
importance of the Sun as an instrument of creation and a teleological argument for the 
wisdom of god is emphasized in col.XXII,9-10 tå nËn §Ònta ı yeÚw efi mØ ≥yelen e‰nai, 
oÈk ín §pÒhsen ¥lion ktl. Had the Sun been not of its actual size (tosoËton) and 
temperature (toioËton), the present world would habe been destroyed by excessive heat; 
hence it cannot be a result of chance. It should be noted that this is basically a genuine 
Heraclitean idea (in Anaxagoras the Sun is lifeless mÊdrow), and the Derveni author himself 
recognizes his debt to Heraclitus both by citing the Sun fragment in col.I and by referring to 
it in col.XXII. 
 Lines 5-6 are of primary importance for the understanding of the theory of "names" and 
the allegorical method upheld by the Derveni writer. I take koinã / ‡dia as rhetorical terms 
which stand for koinå (‡dia) ÙnÒmata or =Æmata. This interpretation is supported by the 
rhetorical term ÍperbatÒn in l.10 and especially by l.14 of the so-called "fragm.A": 
[par]*å tå koinå =[Æmata]*.4 Another important instance is probably found in col.  
IV,2-3 efipe›n oÈx oflÒn t[e diå koin«n]* Ùnomãtvn téporrhy°nta. Hence koinå  

                                                 
2  The verses are discussed by M.L.West, The Orphic Poems, Oxf.,1983, p.84 sq. 
3  The author may have interpreted y°sfatow érxÆ as pËr and derived élkÆ from él°h or ëliow and 

da¤mvn from da¤v 'to burn'. 
4  Edd. now separate lines 13-15 from col.I. On the text of l. 13 see my note to col.I, line 6. In l. 15 read 

Íp°xein d[¤khn]. Thus l.13-15 speak of someone who "covered" (kataste¤law) his thought (apparently by 
"unusual" names); he did so "contrary to the current usage" and what he actually meant is "to be punished". 
The "covering" names with such a meaning seem almost certainly to include Erinyes, and the thematic 
connection with col.I is apparent. But who is ı kataste¤law, Orpheus or Heraclitus, remains uncertain. 
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ÙnÒmata in PDerv means "vocabula a vulgo usitata", simple and clear words of the current 
usage; (‡dia, on the contrary, are "unusual" esoteric words unintelligible to common people, 
such as mythological names and poetic metaphors. The distinction comes near to our 
prosaic/poetic and, in a sense, to appellativa/propria (provided that the etymology of a 
"proper name" is obscure). This usage differs drastically from the Peripathetic terminology 
which equates ‡dion with ofike›on (i.e. koinÒn of PDerv)5, but comes near to that of 
Anaximenes of Lampsacus6 and Epigenes who wrote on tå fidiãzonta par’ ÉOrfe› 
(Orph.fr.33 K. = 1 B 22 DK). According to PDerv col.IV Orpheus' poetry is deliberately 
enigmatic in order to be unintelligible to b°bhloi. Orpheus spoke per‹ t«n §Òntvn 
pragmãtvn (cf. col.X,5), i.e. about natural phenomena (and, incidentally, moral notions, 
e.g. poina¤), but obscured his verses by means of word-transposition (col.V,6 taËta tå ¶ph 
Íperbatå §Ònta lanyãnei) and change of koinã to ‡dia (col.IV,2 as supplemented 
above).7 A good interpreter must detect hyperbaton and retranslate ‡dia into koinã: as a 
result the Urweisheit reveals itself in the form of (mostly Anaxagorean) natural philosophy.8 
Now we can see how this method is employed in col.I. Speaking about the Sun Orpheus 
deliberately changed the "common name" ¥liow to a "peculiar" one, da¤mvn kudrÒw. To 
make the meaning of this words even more obscure he also used hyperbaton and transposed 
da¤mona kudrÚn after ¶laben, so that "uninitiated" readers would construe these words 
with kat°pinen. As a result of their philological incompetence the absurd myth of Zeus 
swallowing Protogonos has arisen; what Orpheus actually means is that air (Zeus) receives 
                                                 

5  Arist.,Rhet. 1407 a 31 (the regular term is kÊrion). In Aristotle ‡dion means ‡dion toË prãgmatow, in 
PDerv ‡dion toË suggraf°vw. 

6  Rhet.30,7; p.66,21 Fuhrmann épÚ d¢ t«n Ùnomãtvn (sc. saf«w §roËmen) §ån ˜ti mãlista to›w ofike¤oiw 
t«n pragmãtvn ÙnÒmasi tåw prãjeiw prosagoreÊvmen ka‹ §ån to›w koino›w, ka‹ mØ  
Íperbat«w aÈtå tiy«men ktl. As in P.Derv, the two prerequisites of saf«w l°gein are: 1) use of koinã (lexical 
means); 2) avoidance of Íperbatã (syntactical means). Contrast Demetr.,De eloct., 192 pr«ta m¢n  
§n to›w kur¤oiw (sc. tÚ saf°w), ¶peita §n to›w sundedem°noiw. Heraclitus´ style is mentioned as a typical 
example of ésÊndeton, resp. ésaf°w (cf. 22 A 4 DK; 1 d - d2 Marc.). 

7  Koinå ÙnÒmata of col.I-IV (and of the preceding fragments) seem to be the same as ì ëpantew 
ênyrvpoi »nÒmasan in col.XV,8 (exemplified by mo›ra), legÒmena ÙnÒmata in col.XVI,9 (exemplified  
by basileÊw) and legÒmena ka‹ nomizÒmena =Æmata in col.XX,8 (exemplified by a colloquial expression 
megãlouw =u∞nai). This is, prima facie, surprising, for why should the "spoken and current words" be 
"enigmatic" at all? Note, however, that in the latter instances the author mostly speaks of metaphors (e.g. 
afido›on in col.X is interpreted as a metaphor for "generative principle" and basileÊw in col.XVI as a metaphor 
for "all-controlling érxÆ"), and metaphor is a 'common' word used in a peculiar way. The Derveni writer 
seems to ignore the later term metaforã first attested in Isocrates 9,9 and Anaximenes of Lampsacus 23,1 
(metaf°rvn trÒpow), but metat¤yhmi ˆnoma means almost the same as metaf°rv ˆnoma, cf. also efikãsaw X,9; 
XVI,8. In col.XV mo›ra is taken as appelativum (i.e.koinÒn), presumably because  
"intelligence" is a "part" of the god (aliter W.Burkert, Les Études philosophiques, 1970, Nr.4, p.446 who  
refers to Anaxagoras' mo›rai). The oppostion ênyrvpoi »nÒmasan / ÉOrfeÁw »nÒmasen in col.XV,XIX 
(Burkert's remarks, ibid., 444sq. are still valuable) must correspond to koinã/‡dia of col.I,5-6. Cf. also 
fid¤&/dhmos¤& (syn. koinª) scil. ke¤mena ÙnÒmata in Plat.,Crat. 385 a 8-9; e 1. As in PDerv, the distinction  
is connected with metat¤yhmi ˆnoma 384 d 3-6. 

8  Note, however, that the cosmic Mind (Gn≈mh B 41/85 M.) and the denial of chance (efikª B 124/107 
M.) are Heraclitean, as well as Anaxagorean ideas; and the cosmogonic role of "heat" as active force (col.VI, 
X-Xll etc.) is a peculiarly Heraclitean feature. ÜHliow, pËr, tÚ yermÒn of the Heracliteans are contrasted (and 
compared) with Anaxagoras' NoËw in Plat.,Crat.,413 c. The Derveni writer seems to identify NoËw and yermÒn: 
in his natural philosophy he is a Heraclitizing Anaxagorean. 
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the Sun from the cosmic Mind. Heraclitus (fusikÒw and afiniktÆw at once) speaks about the 
Sun in precisely the same manner. The fragment displays at least one instance of hyperbaton: 
ényrvph¤ou eÔrow podÒw for eÔrow p. é. (the normal word-order is restored in the  
"Placita" quotation); and two instances of ‡dia substituted for koinã: êrxei and ÉErinÊew 
(explained away in col. 11 sq.). 
 The surprising and nevertheless unquestionable result of Tsantsanoglou's and 
Parassoglou's publication is that "what has been known up to the present as two distinct and 
independent fragments (B3 and B 94 DK = 57 and 52 M.) appears now as one continuous 
fragment."9 This conclusion must be supplemented by the recognition of the almost absolute 
superiority of the Derveni text. Any serious edition of Heraclitus to come will cite B 3 and B 
94 only as testimonia under the most complete and authentic verbatim quotation of PDerv. 
The compiler of "Placita philosophorum" 1,21,4 (Plut., Stob.) quotes from the Sun fragment 
only so much as is necessarty for the chapter per‹ meg°youw≤l¤ou and eliminates the poetic 
word-order.10 Both Plutarchus quotations are apparently abridged. In De exilio 604 A (=52 
a1 M.) he cites only that part which is suitable to illustrate his thought that every planet is 
bound by its orbit (and hence is not free), the preceding text being irrelevant to his subject. In 
De Iside 370 D (=52 a2 M.) Plutarchus is mainly interested in the opposition ÜHliow / ÉEri-
nÊew which he interprets as good and evil principles (presumably Light and Darkness) of the 
world comparable with Empedocles' Philia and Neikos, Anaxagoras' NoËw (!) and matter, as 
well as with dualistic conceptions of Eastern religions (Osiris and Typhon, Ohrmuzd and 
Ahriman etc.) . Note, however, that both the qualification of Helios as érxÆ and its 
juxtaposition with Polemos - basileÊw (B 53/29 M.) prove that Plutarchus knows the 
complete text and confirm the reading êrxei. The character and reasons of the Derveni 
quotation are quite different. The Derveni writer is interested not only in Erinyes and the 
size of the Sun (col.XXII,11), but also (and, perhaps, first of all) in the idea of the Sun as 
demiourgos and the divine Ruler of the Cosmos. What is more, unlike Plutarchus, he is 
interested in Heraclitus' diction and style. He does not only work Heraclitus' words into a 
period of his own (as Plutarchus does), but carefully marks the beginning of the quotation 
(l°gvn) and proceeds to comment on the lines quoted. Hence Íperbãllvn and ˜rouw are 
lectiones preferendae to Plutarchus' ÍperbÆsetai and m°tra (52 a1 M.) as attested by a 
superior source (see also note to line 8 below). The slight semantical difference between the 
more general ÍperbÆsetai m°tra and the more precise Íperbãllvn ˜rouw is not 
unimportant for such crucial problems of the Heraclitean scholarship as the nature of cosmic  
 

                                                 
9  Edd., p. 130. Confirmatory evidence is found in Ps.-Heraclit., Epist.IX, 21-25 Tarán, where B 94 and B 

3 are joined: polla‹ D¤khw ÉErinÊew, èmarthmãtvn fÊlakew ... o‰da ¥lion ıpÒsow §st¤. 
10      It has long been seen that B 3/57 M. betrays a dactylic metre. If Heraclitus quotes a traditional fãtiw 

from epic poetry (Orphic? Cyclic?), the original line may have run, e.g. ényrvph¤ou <t’> eÔrow <§∆n>  
podÚw <¥liow êrxei ?>. G.S.Kirk's thesis (Heraclitus, The Cosmic Fragments, Cambr., 1970, p.280,294 
followed by M.Marcovich, Eraclito, Firenze, 1978, p.218) that B 3, D¤khw §p¤kouroi from B 94 and Àraw a„ 
pãnta f°rousin (B 100/64 M.) derive from a later hexameter exposition of Heraclitus now proves to be 
wrong. Note that in the Derveni text §jeurÆsousi D¤khw §p¤kouroi turns out to be a dactylic clausula, cf. the 
remarkable dactylic clausulae in B 5/86 M. and, most probably, B 100/64 M. 
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"measures" (B 30/51 M.) and the structure of the Cosmic Cycle. ÜOrouw is apparently a 
more suitable word for certain "boundary-marks", "turning-points" or "terms" (m°tra does 
not imply a necessary connotation of "point"). These "turning-points" can only be tropa‹ 
≤l¤ou which the Sun never "exceeds" in his year course thus ensuring the alternation of 
seasons.11 Day and Night also have their "turning-posts" (t°rmata, syn. oÔrow = ˜row),  
i.e. the equinoxes, and so everything in the world oscillates between a fixed maximum and 
minimum. I think that the Derveni fragment (when added to the existing evidence) makes 
untenable the artificial interpretation of m°tra in B 30/51 M. as "quanta" of fire and brings 
fresh support to Kahn's reconsideration of the problem.12 M°tra ... m°tra certainly refers to 
the temporal regularity and periodicity of the fire's "kindling" and "quenching".13 
 The initial words [êrxei] ¥li[ow kÒs]mou katå fÊsin are not attested elsewhere in a 
verbatim quotation (hence their special value), but there is abundand evidence on the Sun as 
divine Ruler of the Cosmos in the Heraclitean tradition.14 The main relevant text which 
preserves something of Heraclitus' original wording is found in Plut. Quaes.Plat., 1007 DE 
(cf. fr.B 100 DK = 64 M.) œn (sc. periÒdvn) ı ¥liow §pistãthw Ãn ka‹ skopÚw ır¤zein  
ka‹ brabeÊein ... Àraw a„ pãnta f°rousi kay’ ÑHrãkleiton ... t“ ≤gemÒni ka‹ pr≈tƒ  
ye“ g¤gnetai sunergÒw. Here the Sun appears as a chief and game-steward who regulates 
the recurrent cycles of the seasons (as if they were running on a stadium).15 King and 
Arbiter are similar, but not identical metaphors. Given that the supplement êrxei is correct 
and that Heraclitus constructed many metaphorical models of the Cosmos, it is better to 
separate the Derveni fragment from the Stadium image.16 The original text of the Sun 

                                                 
11      So rightly Ch.Kahn, The Art and Thought of Heraclitus, Cambr., 1979, p.159-161 (though he still 

relies on Plutarchus' m°tra). Contra Edd., p. 132. The Derveni author does not reduce ˜rouw to the size of the 
Sun only, for he says toioËtog ka‹ tosoËton col.XXII,11. ToioËton means "of such heat" (which varies with 
the seasons) or "of such nature and function", i.e. observing the tropa¤, regulating the seasons etc, and thus 
testifying to the divine Providence. Cf. Diog.Apoll. B 3 DK. 

12      Kahn, Art and Thought, 134 sq., 147 sq. 
13      The "quantitative" or "meteorological" (and I would add: the materialistic) interpretation of 

èptÒmenon m°tra éposbennÊmenon m°tra which has dominated the exegesis of Heraclitus in this century,  
was first proposed by J.Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, L., 1920 (ist ed. 1892), p. 134, n.4 who took m°tra  
as "internal accusative" ("with its measures kindling ... ") claiming (in his denial of ekpyrosis, ibid. 161) that 
m°tra in B 30/51 M. and B. 94/52 M. "must be the same thing". But the Derveni text eliminates m°tra  
from the Sun fragment altogether (it would be sheer fancy to interpret ˜rouw as "portions" of fire!), while 
m°tra ... m°tra in B 30 apparently has adverbial force and is an archaic expression for katå periÒdouw (so 
rightly understood by all ancient readers). Contra Kirk, 317; Marcovich, 193. 

14      Plat.,Crat.413 b 4-5 tÚn ¥lion ... §pitropeÊein tå ˆnta (etymology of d¤kaion, cf. D¤kh of our 
fragment); Hippocr., De victu I,10 (DK I,185,21-22) fisxurÒtaton pËr pãntvn krate› di°pon ßkasta  
katå fÊsin ktl.; Scythinus of Teos, 22 C 3,1 DK Apollo the Sun érxØn ka‹ t°low sullab≈n; Ps.-
Heraclit.,Epist.V, p.323,8-10 Tarán o‰da kÒsmou fÊsin ... mimÆsomai yeÒn, ˘w kÒsmou émetr¤aw §paniso› ≤l¤ƒ 
§pitãttvn; cf.ibid.IV, p.316,49 ¶rga ≤l¤ou = yeoË martur¤a and IX,p.352,57-63 (g∞) oÈran“ sunãrxei ... 
≤l¤ou f«w ... ; Macrob.,Somn.Scip.I,20,3 hunc ducem et principem (sc. solem) quem Heraclitus etc. 

15      See my article "The Cosmos as a Stadium. Agonistic metaphors in Heraclitus' Cosmology", in 
Phronesis 1985 Nr.2, p. 136 sq. The Derveni fragment confirms this reconstruction in general and corrects it in 
details. 

16      It is possible, however, that Plutarch conflates in B 100 political and agonistic metaphors. 
ÉEpistãthw can mean both êrxvn and égvnoy°thw. If the first be true , then §pistãthw ır¤zei, but skopÚw 
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fragment discovered in PDerv makes apparent the Heraclitean origin of the brilliant passage 
on Sun the President, Divine Law and Cosmopolis in Plutarch's De exilio 601 AB 
anticipating the quotation of B 94/52 M. in 604 A (note the Heraclitizing asyndeton): otoi 
t∞w patr¤dow ≤m«n ˜roi [efis¤] (sc. afiyØr ka‹ g∞), ka‹ oÈde‹w oÎte fugåw §n toÊtoiw  
oÎte j°now oÎte éllodapÒw, ˜pou tÚ aÈtÚ pËr Ïdvr éÆr, êrxontew ofl aÈto‹ ka‹ 
dioikhta‹ ka‹ prutãneiw ¥liow selÆnh fvsfÒrow: ofl aÈto‹ nÒmoi pçsi, Íf’ •nÚw 
prostãgmatow ka‹ miçw ≤gemon¤aw tropa‹ bÒreioi tropa‹ nÒtioi fishmer¤ai Pleiåw 
ÉArktoËrow œrai spÒrvn œrai futei«n: eÂw d¢ basileÁw ka‹ êrxvn. The palaiÚw  
lÒgow of Plato, Legg.715e quoted by Plutarchus immediately afterwards is usually thought 
to be Orphic (see Diels-Kranz, Orpheus B 6 and Kern, Orph.fr.21). But except the érxÆ - 
m°sh - teleutÆ formula (cf. PDerv, col.XIV,12; Orph.fr.21a,2; 168,2) there is nothing 
"Orphic" in it. Katå fÊsin and ye›ow nÒmow are Heraclitean, not Orphic phrases. The 
"revolving god" (yeÚw ... periporeuÒmenow) can only refer to the Sun, but in the  
Rhapsodies fr. 158, 160 K. Dike accompanies Zeus, not the Sun. The divine Sun who 
governs the world katå fÊsin and is accompanied by Dike looks as a paraphrase of the 
Derveni fragment of Heraclitus. 
 The alleged physical opinion "on the size of the Sun", when considered in its original 
context, turns out to be a part of a rhetorical antithesis. PoÊw is the smallest measure of 
length (in measuring distances). KÒsmow, on the contrary, is the largest thing we can 
imagine. It is a typically Heraclitean paradox: the smallest governs the largest (and so in 
man: the tiny sparkle of the mind controls the body, cf. 22 A 15 DK). The addition of 
ényrvph¤ou makes the paradox even more striking: the supreme god is one man's foot in 
length. Why so? Apparently because pËr is tÚ timi≈taton. The Sun is eÂw êristow in the 
cosmos, whereas the other elements (the huge masses of air, sea and earth) are pollo¤ and 
kako¤. One the best must êrxein, the worthless "many" must êrxesyai. This aristocratic 
dogma pervades Heraditus' "cosmology" and gives new support to Diodotus' report that 
Heraclitus' book is not per‹ fÊsevw but per‹ polite¤aw, tå d¢ per‹ fÊsevw §n 
parade¤gmatow e‡dei ke›syai (ap. DL IX 15). It should be added only that polite¤a  
means the Ideal State based on religious and metaphysical principles. Heraclitus' view of the 
Sun has noting to do with natural science; it is rather comparable with the Sun metaphor of 
Plato's Politeia (the humorous remark about ÑHrakle¤teow ¥liow in Resp.498 b seems to be 
a masked recognition of Plato's debt). The Derveni fragment is a parable about the Ideal 
Ruler: the divine basileÊw rules the City of "gods and men" according to the junÒw and  
ye›ow nÒmow described in B 114/23 M. The political order manifested by Nature is 
 

                                                                                                                                                      
brabeÊei. And énadeiknÊnai is comparable with ¶deije (sc. basileÊw) in B 53/29 M. Cf. the anonymous 
saying (?) oÈk êrxomen oÈd¢ bouleÊomen oÈd’ égvnoyetoËmen in De exilio 604 B after Heraclitus' B 94/52 M. 
It is the Sun who êrxei and égvnoyete› in the Cosmopolis, but even he is not absolutely free. 
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basile¤a; hence kingship is katå fÊsin, and democracy (the rule of the "many") is a 
perversion of the Natural Law.17 
 

Textual notes to lines 1-11 
 Line 1. [t]oË •[autoË] scil. patrÒw. E.g. ofl d¢ tÚ =∞ma oÈ gin≈skontew nom¤zousi  
parå toË •autoË patrÚw lammãnein. The author probably reinterprets patrÚw •oË (col.V,4; 
X,l) "his own father" as "good father", see the reinterpretation of mhtrÚw •çw in col.XXIII,2 
and cf. col.VI,2-4. 
 Line 2. Alternatively, read ı ke¤m[enon] metay[°menow ˆnoma ‡dion ép]òdoËnai (sc. 
boÊletai vel sim.) with metay°menow sc. ÉOrfeÊw, ke¤menon ˆnoma = koinÒn 1.5 and 
épodoËnai "to assign" (a name to something), i.e. Orpheus changed the commonly  
accepted word ¥liow to the peculiar da¤mvn. In this case read in line 1 [taËta l°g]vn or 
[diå toÊtvn t«n §p]«n and take te¤netai as Med. 
 Line 3. The suggestion of Edd. (p.128) mçllon te¤nesyai = ˜rouw Íperbãllein is 
unlikely, since te¤nesyai never means aÈjãnein. For te¤nv e‡w or prÒw ti "to intend, to 
refer" etc. (of lÒgow etc.) see LSJ, s.v. te¤nv A 1 4; B III 2. So also in Passive: Eur.,  
Rh.875. Plato employs the term in "Cratylus" where he parodies hermenteutic and 
etymological methods similar to those of the Derveni author: 439 c 1 ÙnÒmata §w taÈtÚn 
te¤nonta. 402 c 3 prÚw tå toË ÑHrakle¤tou te¤nei (in a comparison between Orpheus and 
Heraditus!). 
 Line 4 oÈk <ín> e‡[h]: ín with opt. is omitted also in col.XXII,8. Edd. read e‡[a] "did  
not allow", but the subjects they propose are unlikely. I do not write lammãne<i>n in view  
of kroÊen XII,1. 
 [p]ar’ o t[°tuktai] ktl.: I modify the proposal of Edd. îr’ oÈ t[°tuktai diå  
tÒ]nde, since ˜de in Prose can hardly refer to a before-mentioned person; besides, such 
questions are alien to the author's style. Cf. pãnta t°tuktai quoted in col.XIV,2 and tãde 
pãnta in the same "Hymn to Zeus", Orph.fr. 168,7.10. On the expression "all this" as an 
early idiom for "the Universe" see the illuminating remarks of M.L.West, Early Greek 
Philosophy and the Orient, Oxf., 1971, p.196. To fill the space more exactly read 1.4-5 
[p]ar’ o t[«n èpãntvn t«]ǹde kÒsmow katè[stãy]h̀, cf. in cosmogonical context  
col.VI,6; XIV (ter); XXII,9; katasunestãyh XVIII,3. Heracl. B 30/51 M. 
 Line 5. mà[rturÒmenow] proposed by Edd., p.130 might speak in favour of the episte-
mological interpretation of koinã/‡dia suggested by Heracl. B 2; B 114 (23 M.), since 
Heraclitus' evaluation of koinã in this case must be positive (e.g. mà[rturÒmenow] tå  
koinå kat[arr¤pt]ei tå ‡dia Àsper ‡ke[la jun«i] lÒgvi l°gvn), but the crucial a is 
illegible (cf. Edd., p.127) and other instances of koinã in PDerv confirm the rhetorical 
 

                                                 
17 It is important to note that both Plutarchus in De exilio and the author of the IX Letter (p.350, 18 sq. 

Tarán toËto går koinÚn pãntvn §st‹ xvr¤on §n ⁄ nÒmow §st‹n oÈ grãmma éllå yeÒw ktl.)  
independently connect B 94/52 M. with the theme of Cosmopolis. 
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interpretation. For metat¤yhmi ˆnoma "to change the use of words" etc. see LSJ, q.v.II 4  
and cf. note to 1.2. 
 Line 6. kat[ast°ll]ei is suggested by "Fragm.A.", l.13 (now separated from col.I) 
kat]àste¤̀l`àw in a similar context (cf.l.14): "to cloth" seems to mean the same as to speak 
parå tå koinå =Æmata. Edd., p.130 try katagg°llei, -krÊptei (which would require 
fid¤oiw), -xvr¤zei. 
 Àsper scripsi, ˜sper Pap., Edd. 
 êrxei: if the verb is too long, read ênaj, cf. Heracl. B 93/14 M. (Plutarchus compares 
ênaj with ¥liow; Apollo is identified with the Sun also in 22 C 3,1 DK). Less probable 
substantives would be oÔrow or skopÒw (B 100/64 M.), cf. Orph.fr.96 ka‹ fÊlak’  
aÈtÚn (sc. ¥lion) ¶teuje k°leus° te pçsi énãssein. 
 Line 7. kÒs]m̀ou is confirmed by DL IX 7 e‡rhke ... per‹ t«n §n t“ kÒsmƒ ... ˜ti te ı  
¥liÒw §sti tÚ m°geyow etc. and Epist.V, 8-10 cited in n.14. Less probably xrÒ]ǹou (cf. B 
100/64 M.) or drÒ]m̀ou (of the Sun's "orbit"). 
 katå fÊsin: note the typically Heraclitean syntactical ambiguity: êrxei katå fÊsin or 
katå fÊsin §≈n ? There is even a third possibility: kÒsmou katå fÊsin, i.e."as compared 
with the constitution of the cosmos" (Fränkel's "Proportion"), cf. Phronesis 1985 Nr.2,  
p. 149. The reading oÈ katå fÊsin (Edd., p. 131) is out of question: first, because it is 
contra usum dicendi (which requires parå fÊsin); second, because it contradicts the 
consensus of ancient tradition which ascribes to Heraclitus the acceptance, and not the 
denial of the ¥liow podia›ow. 
 [§∆n ka‹]: if this (most obvious) supplement is too long, omit ka¤; participia asyndeta 
are not unparalleled in Heraclitus: B 52/93 M., B 58/46 M. etc.; Epist. Heraclit. VI,33 Tarán 
(of the cosmic God who puts the Universe in order by means of the Sun, cf. ib.V.,11) 
plãttvn èrmozÒmenow dialÊvn phgnÁw x°vn. 
 Line 8. tòÁ̀[w ˜rouw] oÈx Íperbãllvn: I hesitate between this supplement of  
Edd.,p.132 and tÚ̀ǹ [drÒmon] oÈx Íperbãllvn "not going beyond its course" (i.e. fixed 
orbit), since one might rather expect Ionic oÎrouw (attested in B 120/62 M.) which, as Edd. 
note, is too long; Íperbãllv occurs in agonistic contexts (Soph.El.,716) and its com-
bination with drÒmow would be quite natural. Plutarchus' ÍperbÆsetai (-seyai) on the  
one hand, and PDerv XXI,5-6 (Íperbãlhi) on the other, do not prove that the Derveni 
author substitutes his own word for Heraclitus' Íperba¤nein, since Plutarchus both times 
quotes from memory, while the preference for Íperbãllv in two Ionic writers is only 
natural. That ≤l¤ƒ Íperbãllonti is a good Ionic phrase is proved by Herod.IV,184,6 
explained as "nimis urenti" by H.Stein (ad loc.) and "rise high" by J.E.Powell, Lex.Herod., 
q.v.I,3. The two interpretations do not exclude one another, since the more the Sun "rises 
high", the more is its heat. The only possibility to retain Plutarchus' m°tra is to read tÚ̀ 
m̀[°trion], cf. Democrit. B 233 DK e‡ tiw Íperbãlloi tÚ m°trion. Another possibility, tÚ̀ 
m̀[°geyow] would be favoured by the doxographic tradtion. 
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 kai]roÁw §[niautoË (or §[te¤ouw DK 1,142,5): cf. Plut.,Def.or.416 A; B 100/64 M.;  
Íp. kairÒn Democr.B 235. Edd., p.132 propose [˜]rouw and •[autoË] or  
e[flmarm°nhw] (I would prefer oÎrouw and •vutoË or eflmarm°nouw; other suggestions of 
Edd., ibid. [˜]rouw e[Î]rouw or [eÎ]rouw §[oikÒtow] etc. are highly artificial). Since 
Heraclitus is an extremely exquisite writer and we cannot expect from him a rather 
monotonous repetition of ˜rouw Íperb.. it is better to read efi gã̀[r ti oÎ]rouw  
e[flmarm°nouw] in the case if any other reading than tòÁ̀[w ˜rouw] is preferred at beginning  
of l.8. OÔroi eflmarm°noi "predestinated terms" would certainly refer to the summer and 
winter tropa¤ and the sense would be almost the same as with kairo‹ §niautoË. Cf. 22 B 
137 DK and the connection between the extreme points of the Sun's year cycle and the 
peprvm°nh mo›ra in De victu I,5 (DK I,182,15; 183,7). To violate what is eflmarm°non  
by the gods is a kind of crime which is likely to be punished by Erinyes. 
 Line 10. [Íper]batÒm: in col.V,6 Íperbatã is adjective; the substantive tÚ  
ÍperbatÒn is not attested before the first century B.C. That is why I supply lÒgon.  
ÑUperbatÚm ka‹ ésaf∞ (or, e.g. afinigmat≈dh) refers to the syntactical and lexical 
obscurity respectively. 
 Line 11. E.g. [ÉErinÊew går poina‹ (efisi) ka‹ pÒpan]a yÊou[si aÈta›w  
poluãriyma ˜ti ka‹ tå èmartÆmata pollã §sti] vel sim. (perhaps, starting from the end 
of l.10). Cf. Epist.Ps.-Heraclit.,IX,21 Tarán polla‹ D¤khw ÉErinÊew èmarthmãtvn  
fÊlakew. 
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